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Abstract

Pirate libraries offer universal and free access to scientific literature. They prob-

ably have every scientific article ever published in their repositories and have used

human rights to justify their work. The extent to which they are used by researchers is

largely unexplored. This dissertation evaluated the human rights claim of Sci-Hub.org,

one of the leading pirate libraries, and investigated its usage by researchers in the

European Union. Regressions were used to explore the relationships between down-

loads from Sci-Hub.org, and spending on academic libraries or published scientific

articles, while taking into account internet access and prevalence of software piracy.

Downloads from Sci-Hub.org were independent of spending on libraries but were in-

fluenced by both the number of published articles and internet access, suggesting that

research needs influence usage of pirate libraries more than access needs. Widespread

and continuously-increasing usage of Sci-Hub.org along with the independence from

library spending supported pirate libraries as services that can help bridge the access

gap for literature and more generally aid the advancement of human rights. However,

universal availability of scientific literature, without research skills to complement it,

could have limited effect on advancing human rights.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Literature sharing platforms that enable individuals to bypass a publisher’s restriction

to scholarly publications, collectively known as pirate libraries, have received con-

siderable recent attention by both researchers and the public. The primary interest has

centred around the amount of scholarly content held by pirate libraries, the motivations

for their establishment, and the motivations for contributing towards them (Cabanac,

2015; Dunn, Coiera, and Mandl, 2014; Gardner, C. C. and Gardner, G. J., 2017). The

general usage of pirate libraries has also gotten scholarly attention (Bohannon, 2016;

Bodó, 2016b). However, very little work has been carried out to investigate why and

how much pirate libraries are used by researchers (Cabanac, 2015). This dissertation

addresses this research gap: it explores the usage of Sci-Hub.org (SciHub), currently

one of the leading pirate libraries, by researchers1 in the 28 member states of the Eu-

ropean Union (EU). The investigation was made possible by the server logs data of

SciHub that were made available to the public (Elbakyan and Bohannon, 2016).

The investigation, however, is focused on more that just usage. In providing

justification for SciHub, Alexandra Elbakyan, the founder SciHub, invoked Article 27

of the Universal Declaration For Human Rights (UDRH) (Torrent Freak, 2015c), which

grants the right to ‘freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy

the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits’ (United Nations, 1948).
1Throughout the text the terms researchers, scholars, academics, academic staff, teaching staff, and

university staff are used interchangeably. They denote persons who are employed by universities as
classroom teachers or academic staff (Eurostat, 2016).
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This claim puts pirate libraries in a somewhat controversial situation. The legality of

SciHub is being challenged in court (Elsevier, 2015; Torrent Freak, 2015a), but human

rights struggles have always had a suspicious legal standing (Gordon, 2004) – at least

until they have been won. The dissertation therefore investigates the assertion that the

work of pirate libraries is addressing a human rights issue.

1.1 Aims, Objectives and Research Question

The aims of this dissertation are to evaluate the claim that limited access to scientific

articles violates human rights, and to investigate to what extent does SciHub contribute

to alleviating this violation. The specific objectives are:

1. To identify which human rights are undermined by limited access to literature

and whose fulfilment would be improved by better access;

2. To present arguments that article sharing through pirate libraries is an activity

that advances human rights;

3. To demonstrate that the needs for access of the scientific community are not

sufficiently addressed;

4. To investigate usage of SciHub in the 28 European Union (EU) member states

in order to evaluate its role in complementing access needs.

Specifically, this dissertation asks whether academic budgets influence the usage

of SciHub by researchers across the European Union, and whether other factors such

as researchers’ publishing output, internet access, and piracy play a role.

The question is motivated by recent research regarding access to scientific liter-

ature across the EU. Tenopir, Volentine, and King (2012) found that academics from
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six universities in the United Kingdom (UK) acquire around 30% of the needed arti-

cles and books via sources other than the university library or personal purchases. The

UK has the second highest academic library spending per academic staff in the EU,

and Italy, the third country in academic library spending per academic staff, spends

50% less than the UK (Online Computer Library Center, 2016). This suggests that

even in the generally prosperous conditions found across the EU, the literature access

gap could vary greatly between countries and universities. As a consequence, the need

to complement existing library resources via non-conventional means might also be

expected to vary.

Data from SciHub’s servers show that the website is used everywhere in Europe

(Bohannon, 2016). However, it is unknown how much SciHub’s usage varies between

countries and whether or not this variation is related to the investment in university

libraries or other factors. Thus the research presented here focuses on SciHub’s role in

improving access to literature across the 28 EU member states and the scale of usage

of this pirate library by researchers, neither of which has previously been addressed

(Cabanac, 2015).

1.2 Summary of the Contents and Main Arguments of

the Dissertation

The dissertation follows the stated objectives, presenting the interplay between re-

stricted access to literature and human rights, before summarizing the insufficiency in

access, and investigating SciHub’s role in potentially bridging the access gap.

Chapter Two contains the literature review that addresses the first three objec-

tives. The status of pirate libraries in the environment shaped by the current publishing

model and intellectual property rights regime, and potential role of pirate libraries
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in complementing shortcomings of the system cannot be fully addressed without an

overview of the importance and consequences of access to literature or lack thereof.

Of particular interest are the interrelated questions of whether or not limited access

constitutes a violation of human rights, whether providing access by non-conventional

means constitutes a human rights struggle, how important is access in the scholarly

community, and how well does the current system meet the needs for access.

Chapter Three presents an analysis of data for SciHub downloads across the EU,

and addresses the fourth objective that pertained to SciHub’s usage and its potential

to complement shortcomings in literature access in academia. To evaluate SciHub’s

role, its usage across the EU was contrasted to investment in access through academic

libraries, and quantity of scientific outputs. Levels of internet access and protection of

intellectual property rights were also considered as potential predictors of the number

of articles downloaded from SciHub. The analyses focused on the EU because of the

availability of standardized data sets that can be related to the SciHub data. In addition,

although still variable, the political environment and prosperity levels across the EU

can be considered stable relative to global variability. This removed factors with large

expected effects on SciHub downloads, e.g., censorship, but allowed for a more narrow

focus on the identified research gap regarding usage of pirate libraries in academia.

The findings showed that there was a general trend of increase in SciHub usage

across the EU during the studied period. Investment in libraries was found to be poor

predictor of the number of SciHub downloads, while publishing output positively af-

fected SciHub usage. Internet access and software piracy have substantial individual

effects on SciHub usage, but cancel each other’s explanatory power when considered

together.

Overall, the number and trend of increase in downloads from SciHub, combined

with an apparent independence from investment, but dependence on research activ-
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ity measured through publishing, suggested that SciHub contributes to bridging the

literature-access gap caused by the current publishing model. As such, SciHub, and

other similar services, might also help in the efforts to advance human rights under-

mined by restricted access to literature, most notably the right to enjoy the benefits of

scientific progress and its applications (REBSPA), and the right to information (Byrne,

2007; Müller, 2010). However, the findings suggested that improving fulfilment of

either right, and especially REBSPA, does not depend only on making more literature

available, but requires additional efforts to improve research capacity and application

of scientific discoveries.

Chapter Four concludes the thesis by synthesizing the presented material.

1.3 Pirate Libraries

Sci-Hub.org is a web site that allows users to search for and download scientific journal

articles by entering the title or the digital object identifier (DOI) of an article. SciHub

provides articles via proxy servers that, in turn, have access to repositories obtained

through costly subscriptions to academic journals (Cabanac, 2015). Such articles are

commonly called “pay-walled” in reference to the payment required to access them.

The Library Genesis Project (LibGen) is a sister website to SciHub that provides host-

ing for articles. From a user’s standpoint, SciHub is the equivalent to a library service

where one makes requests for specific books or journal articles, whereas LibGen is the

equivalent of shelves of books and journals available in a library in the physical world.

Pirate libraries is the general term used in this dissertation for LibGen, SciHub, and

the other mentioned channels

Articles requested through SciHub are automatically copied for future availabil-

ity to LibGen. The same is true for articles requested through other channels such as
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the page Scholar (https://www.reddit.com/r/scholar) (Cabanac, 2015). It is also possi-

ble, although currently unknown, that requests made via the #icanhazpdf hashtag on

Twitter.com are archived on LibGen.

In May 2016, SciHub provided access to over 50 million scientific articles (Bo-

hannon, 2016). In March 2015, LibGen hosted 28 million documents, 95% of which

were for educational purposes (Cabanac, 2015). The convergence of documents from

these sources, suggests that by now, the volume of published material hosted on Lib-

Gen has probably greatly increased. To put these number into context, it is estimated

that the total number of scientific articles ever published is around 50 million (Jinha,

2010). SciHub and LibGen, therefore, might provide universal access to a vast ma-

jority of the human scientific output to date, whose access is otherwise mostly re-

stricted behind pay-walls. The rapid increase in the volume of data stored and shared

in such non-conventional sharing platforms implies that these services might play non-

negligible roles in the daily life of academia and the public. Elbakyan has stated that

the goal of SciHub is to collect all scientific articles ever published, and to make them

available for free (Torrent Freak, 2015c). The estimations above show that given time

this ideal might not be unrealistic.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

The literature review addresses the first three objectives of this dissertation, and pro-

vides theoretical context for the empirical analysis that follows.

The literature review is divided into three sections. The first section identifies

the human rights that are undermined by limited access to scientific literature; it refer-

ences scholarly work that argues for improving access to scientific literature as means

to advance those human rights; and proposes the possibility for the advancement of

human rights through providing access via pirate libraries. The section focuses on two

rights, however given that human rights are considered interrelated, interdependent and

indivisible (United Nations, 1993) the effects of advancing specific rights should not

be viewed in isolation (Byrne, 2007, p. 115; Müller, 2010, p. 766).

The second section provides arguments that pirate libraries and articles sharing

are a human rights struggle. This is done first by looking at pirate libraries as endeav-

ours that come from the margins and challenge the established power relations which

is a feature attributed to human rights struggles historically (Gordon, 2004, pp. 6-7).

Thereafter, recent research is presented that investigates motivations of scholars who

contribute to pirate libraries. The findings suggest that there are cases where the schol-

ars’ motivations echo the same human rights that have previously been identified to
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be undermined by lack of access (Gardner, C. C. and Gardner, G. J., 2017, p. 11).

Next, the critiques against pirate libraries are discussed. These include human rights

issues for the authors, copyright infringement and financial issues for the publishers,

and issues regarding metadata that libraries collect and process. Evaluation of these

critiques arrived at the conclusion that most legal and ethical accusations aimed at

pirate libraries are not justified.

The third section presents recent research about the importance and value of ac-

cess for scholars, as well as the effects of access on educational results. This section

demonstrates that even in rich countries such as the UK a substantial percent of the

needs for academic literature are not met by university libraries (Tenopir, Volentine,

and King, 2012, p. 135; Tenopir, Estelle, et al., 2015, p. 10). As the previous section of

the literature review establishes, such lack of access undermines human rights. There-

fore this section provides both background and context for the empirical investigation.

The literature review concludes with a brief summary of the theoretical debate.

2.2 Human Rights That Can Be Advanced by Better

Access to Scientific Literature

Elbakyan justified her work on SciHub through Article 27 of the UDHR (Torrent Freak,

2015c). However, she is not alone to link the issue of access to scientific literature

to rights prescribed in human rights law. The case for improving access in order to

achieve greater fulfilment of human rights in scholarly work been made directly with

regards to two rights as defined in human rights documents: the right to enjoy the ben-

efits of scientific progress and its applications (REBSPA), and the right to information.

Although the two rights are discussed separately below, in reality it would be

difficult the draw a line between enjoying scientific progress and having scientific in-
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formation on which that progress could be based. Moreover, The United Nations (UN)

considers human rights to be interrelated, interdependent and indivisible (United Na-

tions, 1993). There are arguments that fulfilment of REBSPA and the right to informa-

tion influences the realisation of other human rights, including the rights to freedom of

expression, to hold opinion, to an adequate standard of living, to education, to food,

and to health (Byrne, 2007, p. 115; Müller, 2010, p. 766). Therefore, the approach

taken here is for simplicity in characterizing the relationships between access limita-

tions and the two main human rights affected by it, but with the full understanding that

this is a unified subject.

There is scholarship that considers libraries as institutions that can advance many

human rights. Samek (2007, pp. 23-25) proposed a list of human rights that includes

almost all of the rights granted with the UDHR as issues that can be advanced by

libraries. Jaeger, Taylor, and Gorham (2015) argued that the role of libraries cannot

be boiled down to mere distribution of goods, but that libraries have societal functions

such as education and services, and that are an equalising force in society and symbol

of equality and justice (Jaeger, Taylor, and Gorham, 2015, p. 51). Therefore libraries

provide variety of human rights services even though those services might not labelled

with that name (Jaeger, Taylor, and Gorham, 2015, p. 67). Both by declaration and

in practice the services provided by either SciHub or LibGen overlap with the stated

societal roles of conventional libraries. This strengthens the case that, like any other

library, pirate libraries provide services that advance human rights via providing access

to, perhaps, otherwise inaccessible documents.

2.2.1 The Right to Enjoy the Benefits of Scientific Progress

REBSPA is enumerated in two human rights documents. The UDHR in Article 27(1)

grants the right ‘freely to participate in the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the
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arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits’ (United Nations, 1948).

The International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) in

Article 15(b) grants the right to ‘enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its appli-

cations’ (United Nations, 1966b).

Despite a broad consensus among states, REBSPA remained obscure long after

the adoption of the UDHR and ICESCR (Müller, 2010, p. 766). The neglect of the

right, at least from the side of the UN, ended in 2007 when the United Nations Edu-

cational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) set up an initiative with the

goal to clarify the normative content of REBSPA. The result of that initiative is the

Venice Statement published in July 2009.

The key points from the Venice Statement relevant to this dissertation are that:

the right is applicable to all fields of science (Müller, 2010, p. 770); that scientific

progress can contribute towards the fulfilment of other human rights (Müller, 2010,

p. 772); that the current intellectual property regime can be an obstacle to freedom of

scientific research (Müller, 2010, p. 774); that states have a duty to promote devel-

opment of skills for scientific research (Müller, 2010, p. 781), and that the scientific

community, along with states and companies, has ‘responsibility to ensure support for

scientific inquiry and dissemination of scientific knowledge, and to actively pursue ca-

pacity building on a global scale, particularly in those countries which are relatively

inactive in this regard’ (UNESCO, 2009, p. 2).

Müller (2010, p. 782) proposed that the Venice Statement is an important move

towards giving prominence to REBSPA and defining state obligations in regard to

REBSPA. However, comprehensive fulfilment of REBSPA goes beyond scientific re-

search: the ultimate goal should be both about developing useful application of science

and affordable and accessible distribution of science (Müller, 2010, p. 781).
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The Venice Statement advocates greater involvement of the scientific community

in advancing REBSPA. There are, of course, many ways to imagine involvement of the

scientific community in delivering affordable and accessible distribution of science.

For example, it is possible that scientists set up an organisation similar to Médecins

Sans Frontières (MSF) that will provide emergency help in given situations; or they

might set up an organisation similar to Geekcorps, but instead of just providing as-

sistance in development of computer infrastructure to developing countries, broaden

the mission to scientific fields that are needed in a given context. Free online access

to scientific research is another way to disseminate science, and evidence is presented

below that pirate libraries could not have been made possible without the involvement

of parts of the scientific community. Thus access granted through these services could

help advance the under-developed REBSPA that is granted in human rights law.

2.2.2 The Right to Information

The right to information is enumerated in two human rights documents. The UDHR

in Article 19 grants the right ‘to receive and impart information and ideas through any

media and regardless of frontiers’ (United Nations, 1948). The International Covenant

on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) in Article 19(2) grants the right to ‘to seek,

receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of frontiers, either

orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art, or through any other media of his

choice’ (United Nations, 1966a). In both documents the right to information is related

to the right to hold opinions and the right to freedom of expression.

The idea that the right to information might be advanced through providing ac-

cess to books comes form the International Federation of Library Associations and

Institutions (IFLA). IFLA – a not-for-profit organisation whose membership includes

associations of library professionals and individual libraries – can be considered as a
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representative organisation of the librarianship profession. IFLA established the Com-

mittee on Free Access to Information and Freedom of Expression (FAIFE) in 1997.

FAIFE was set up to promote the freedom of information as a necessity for all other

freedoms, including education, development, self-expression, political action, and en-

tertainment (Byrne, 2007, p. 115). The motivation for this decision was the wish

to advance the librarianship profession together with advancing human rights (Byrne,

2007, p. 67).

Phenix and Peña McCook (2005, p. 24) made similar points when they argued

that the library profession, with its rich history of alignment with human rights is-

sues, should advance its commitment to human rights in the way doctors and lawyers

within their professions have done through organisations such as MSF and Amnesty

International. Rights granted under Article 19 of the UDHR are referenced again as

the specific human rights that are advanced by librarians (Phenix and Peña McCook,

2005, p. 24).

FAIFE’s mission establishes libraries as human rights institutions from the stand-

point of the librarians, and puts the right to information on the agenda of the library

profession. However, there are limitations to the efforts to advance the right to infor-

mation. These limitations include public security, national interest, personal privacy,

data protection, intellectual property rights, commercial confidentiality, and the pro-

tection of the vulnerable (Weermantry, 1997 cited in Byrne, 2007, p. 117). Other

more practical limitations come from the limited physical shelf-space, digital storage

capacity, and budget that libraries have (Byrne, 2007, p. 116). In the context of this

dissertation, of primary interest are the limitations that intellectual property rights and

their pricing model pose on access to scientific literature, and the ways in which pirate

libraries can help overcome that limitation.
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The scientific community is aware of the limitations posed by the intellectual

property regime. Byrne (2007, p. 120) argued that scholarly publishing, and especially

academic journals, have been reinvented by the publishing industry as a business asset

for commercial exploitation, rather than a public good. The system benefits the biggest

publishers, and is detrimental for academics and universities (Suber, 2012, p. 29).

The pricing model of academic journals causes problems even for the richest libraries.

According to data from 2008, Harvard subscribed to 98,900 serials, the best funded

research library in India to 10,600, and some universities in sub-Saharan Africa to zero

(Suber, 2012, p. 30). The words of Robert Darnton, the former director of Harvard

Library, are probably the best to describe the sentiment about the system:

We faculty do the research, write the papers, referee papers by other
researchers, serve on editorial boards, all of it for free [. . . ] and then we
buy back the results of our labour at outrageous prices. (Sample, 2012).

To add to this there is the issue of electronic access to journal articles that creates

usage restrictions for scholars. These restrictions sometimes place bigger limits to the

freedom to use materials than the limits that existed in the paper era (Suber, 2012, p.

34).

The pricing and licensing models together confound the access problem of li-

braries, both in terms of obtaining access and in providing it to the public. One of the

solutions that is offered to the dysfunctional system of academic publishing is ’open

access’ (Suber, 2012, p. 29). Open access is defined as literature that is ’digital, online,

free of charge, and free of most copyright and licensing restrictions’ (Suber, 2012, p.

4). Big repositories of such literature might solve the access problem for many univer-

sity libraries.

However, it is questionable to what extent open access currently solves the access

problem. Bodó (2015, p. 101) asserted that it is a slow-moving initiative with limited
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practical effectiveness. Reports from 2015 suggest that the proportion of articles pub-

lished as open access is 12% (Ware and Mabe, 2015, p. 11). Open access, thus, solves

a fraction of the access problem while the vast majority of scientific literature remains

inaccessible without paid subscriptions.

To summarise, libraries and librarians see themselves as promoters of human

rights. Central to their mission is the right to freedom of information as granted under

Article 19 of UDHR and ICCPR. With regards to scientific information, one of the

main limitations to the right of information is the intellectual property regime that

manifests itself through the pricing and licensing model of major publishers. Initiatives

such as open access try to solve the pricing and licensing problems, arguably with

limited success.

It is in this context that SciHub, and other services for obtaining free scientific

literature, complement the libraries in their mission to advance human rights. Access

granted through these services can help advance the right to information whose fulfil-

ment is hindered by the intellectual property regime.

2.3 Article Sharing as Human Rights Activism

The Venice Statement and FAIFE recognise the current intellectual property regime as

an obstacle to fulfilling the right to information and REBSPA. The previous section

proposed that SciHub and other services that enable free sharing of scientific articles

can help overcome this obstacle. Bohannon (2016) showed that SciHub is used across

the globe suggesting that the work of pirate libraries complements efforts of other

initiatives for providing better access and creates possibilities for greater fulfilment of

REBSPA and the right to information. The following section explores in more detail

whether the work of pirate libraries can be considered as a struggle for human rights.
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2.3.1 Pirate Libraries as a Human Rights Struggle

Pirate libraries were originally set up as means to overcome Soviet-era censorship

(Bodó, 2015, p. 99). The ICCPR was in force in the Soviet Union since March 1976

(United Nations, 1966a). Therefore, the early pirate libraries, the copying of phys-

ical books, and black market exchange of printed materials in the Soviet Union can

be viewed as activism to exercise rights granted under the ICCPR in an environment

where party censorship determined what could be read (Bodó, 2016c).

Most of the digital pirate libraries were and are located in Russia: from Gigape-

dia, to Aleph, to LibGen (Bodó, 2016b). The digital pirate libraries provide a solution

to the price and access problem of academic journals and books by providing univer-

sally unrestricted access. (Bodó, 2015, p. 101). Bodó (2015, p. 101) argued, that in the

context of the East–West division in Europe, the goal of pirate libraries is to provide

Eastern Europe the same level of access available in the Western World, and to serve

as agents of modernisation.

The spread of the internet means that pirate libraries enable universal access

across the globe and this shortcut to universal access challenges the established intel-

lectual property regime (Bodó, 2015, p. 101). This radical approach can be viewed as

an opposition to the notion that Western countries use the intellectual property regime

to maintain global inequality (Karaganis, 2011 cited in Bodó, 2015, p. 101), specifi-

cally with regards to publishing and transfer of knowledge (Helfer and Austin, 2011,

p. 340).

If the intellectual property regime is used as means to maintain global inequality,

then it can be argued that pirate libraries represent a human rights struggle from the

margins against the power structures (Gordon, 2004, p. 6). Gordon (2004, p. 7)

argued that throughout history human rights emerged from oppression and exclusion.

Lack of access as a consequence of the current pricing and licensing models results in
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exclusion of large number of people from humanity’s pool of knowledge. Helfer and

Austin (2011, p. 237) argue that REBSPA cannot be reduced from the right to benefit

from the effects of science to the right to wait to benefit from the effects of science.

The same can be said regarding the right to information that is a prerequisite for the

right to freedom of expression and the right to hold opinions (Byrne, 2007, p. 115).

Thus, pirate libraries offer an avenue for inclusion despite the danger of prosecution

by the established powers in trade relations, and the improved access to literature can

be considered an outcome of the struggle for human rights. Improving access is in line

with the recommendations of the the Venice Statement and the FIAFE project.

2.3.2 Motivations for Contribution to Pirate Libraries

The Venice Statement called for intensified involvement of the scientific community

in the efforts to fulfil REBSPA. It appears that through her actions, Elbakyan, who

is a computer scientist and a member of the research community, answered this call.

However, the ever-expanding volume of articles that are available on SciHub was not

compiled by one person.

Focusing on one scientific field, Dunn, Coiera, and Mandl (2014) explored the

possibility of ‘biblioleak’ – a breach in the repositories for biomedical articles that are

at risk just as any other content generating industry. Dunn, Coiera, and Mandl (2014)

argued that a younger generation of researchers for whom free access is a desired

norm might have the motivation for releasing a biblioleak. This belief is founded in

the culture of scientific communities that for a long time has nurtured the idea that

‘information should be free’ (Dunn, Coiera, and Mandl, 2014). A second reason for

a biblioleak, at least as far as biomedical research is concerned, might be found in

the low rates of self-archiving by researchers even in cases where doing so will not

constitute copyright infringement (Dunn, Coiera, and Mandl, 2014). Self-archiving
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is the practice of researchers making articles available on publicly available personal

websites. High rates of self-archiving would make a leak less useful.

It seems that biblioleaks indeed have happened. Cabanac (2015, p. 878) found

that LibGen has benefited from massive contributions to its database at a rate of over

100,000 articles per day in a 13 days period. There is no way to verify the origin

of those files, but the most likely scenario is that they came from a content database

available at a university library or similar institution that has broad access. This suggest

involvement of person(s) from the scientific community. The daily contributions to

LibGen have a median value of 2,720 articles (Cabanac, 2015, p. 878). The most likely

scenario again is that a sizeable portion of the daily additions come from members of

the scientific community that have access to databases, or at least from academics who

gained access to articles through friends or colleges. The motivations for these large

amounts of contributions to LibGen can not be established, but it is unlikely that they

happened unintentionally, so it is possible that the contributors might have had political

motivations.

This is not to say that all of the academics who are involved in the sharing of

articles do that to advance REBSPA or the right to information. A yet to be published

research of scholars’ practice in downloading and uploading journal articles, found

that most respondents cite reciprocity when explaining their motivations for uploading

to a sharing platform (Gardner, C. C. and Gardner, G. J., 2017, p. 11). Reciprocity

in this context means providing content back to the broader community from which a

previous download has occurred (Cenite et al., 2009, p. 210).

However, about a third of the 104 scholars that responded in the study provided

an answer that was coded as ideology (Gardner, C. C. and Gardner, G. J., 2017, p. 11).

Gardner, C. C. and Gardner, G. J. (2017, p. 3) reported that moral issues and ideology

are more prevalent among respondents who upload articles, when compared to those
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who download articles. Gardner, C. C. and Gardner, G. J. (2017, p. 3) did not offer

any explanation as to what that ideology might be, but they do refer to Aaron Swartz’s

Guerrilla Open Access manifesto in describing the answers of some of the scholars

that participated in the study. Aaron Swartz’s Manifesto calls to ’download scientific

journals and upload them to file sharing networks’ (Swartz, 2008) in order to provide

access to those who do not have it. Therefore, it is possible that some of the scholars

share articles in order to challenge the current publishing model that is one of the main

reasons for limited access.

A study by Tenopir, Hughes, et al. (2014) among scholars in the UK and the

United States of America (USA) also reported on motives for sharing journal articles

among university researchers and students. The motives include furthering scientific

discovery and fulfilling need for information for those who have no access, as well as

practical concerns such as sharing out of convenience (Tenopir, Hughes, et al., 2014,

p. 126). Similar findings are reported by Tenopir, Estelle, et al. (2015, p. 5) this time

from a study that, in addition to the UK and USA, included scholars from Canada,

India, China, and Italy. Motivation such as furthering scientific discovery and fulfilling

needs for information echo the goals set in the Venice Statement and FAIFE.

Both studies found email to be the most used channel for sharing, although Twit-

ter and other social media websites play a role as well (Tenopir, Hughes, et al., 2014, p.

123, Tenopir, Estelle, et al., 2015, p. 4). While these studies do not suggest intentional

usage of SciHub, the pirate library is set up in a way that enables unintended contri-

butions to the pool of accessible articles. Cabanac (2015) showed that article requests

that occur on the website Reddit are eventually archived on LibGen. It is possible that

the same happens with articles that are made available elsewhere on the internet. Thus,

even when someone answers a request just to be helpful, the shared article might be

copied into the expanding LibGen catalogue. The same happens when a user searches

for an article for her own needs: once SciHub provides the article to the user, it auto-
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matically uploads a copy of it to LibGen ensuring future availability (Cabanac, 2015,

p. 881). The overall effect of the article exchange is a creation of a substantial library

of scientific literature available to everyone.

In summary, the work of pirate libraries can be considered a struggle for human

rights, and many participating individuals have motivations that echo REBSPA and

the right to information as their motivation for contributions to pirate libraries. Fur-

thermore, many of the scholars who share articles without directly participating in the

work of pirate libraries, might do so with a similar rationale related to human rights.

2.3.3 Critiques Against Pirate Libraries

There are three arguments that critique pirate libraries. First there is the question of

whether pirate libraries infringe on the ‘right to protection of moral and material in-

terests resulting from any scientific, literary or artistic production’ that is granted to

authors in Article 27(1) of the UDHR, and Article 15(c) of the ICESCR (United Na-

tions, 1948; United Nations, 1966b). These provision in the UDHR and the ICESCR

seem to oppose REBSPA opening the possibility for an ’internal conflict’ – a situation

where the same legal document contains provisions that seem to be conflicting each

other (Foster, 2008, p. 303)

However, as far as scientific resources are concerned, pirate libraries do not re-

move authors’ names or other information from articles, nor they endanger the integrity

of the work. To do so would endanger the credibility of the scientific work and defeat

the purpose of having a pirate library-enabled access in library-poor regions. Thus, the

moral rights of authors that are granted as a human right under UDHR and the ICESCR

are not in question.

It also can be argued that pirate libraries do not endanger material rights of au-

thors that are granted as a human right under UDHR and ICESCR. Authors usually do
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not get paid for writing nor they receive royalties from publishers (Mars and Medak,

2015 cited in Bodó, 2016a, Suber, 2012, p. 37), regardless of whether an article is

available in a pirated format or not. Therefore, this conflict does not seem to exist:

authors’ moral and material interest are not endangered by the work of pirate libraries.

Second, and as evident from the law suit against SciHub, there is a claim that

pirate libraries represent a copyright infringement scheme that costs publishers money.

Publishers’ rights are guaranteed through copyright law domestically, and trade agree-

ments such as the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights

(TRIPS) internationally (Foster, 2008, p. 299). This creates another potentially con-

flicting situation. On one hand TRIPS and copyright law place restrictions on distri-

bution of protected good and services. On the other hand, human rights law grants

REBSPA and the right to information.

The situation in which human rights law seems to conflict other legal documents

is called external conflict (Foster, 2008, p. 304). In resolving this issue Foster (2008, p.

305) discusses the World Trade Organisation (WTO) three part balancing test that aims

to evaluate the conflict. In Foster (2008, p. 305) the analysis of the test is regarding the

right to education, but by analogy a similar reasoning can be applied to REBSPA and

the right to information. The three-part test includes evaluating:

1) the importance of interests or values that the challenged measure is
intended to protect; 2) the extent to which the challenged measure con-
tributes to the realisation of the end pursued by that measure; and 3) the
trade impact of the challenged measure (Foster, 2008, p. 305).

Foster (2008, p. 305) argued that the importance of education is high; that free or

cheap access to printed educational materials is an important contribution for better

education in depressed economies; and that the trade impact in a depressed economy

with no ability to pay is negligible. This would tip the balance towards proving access

rather than protection.
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In transferring this analysis to REBSPA and the right to information, it can be ar-

gued that the importance of benefits of science and information is also high. However,

the test gets more complicated with the trade impact condition given that the pirate

libraries exist online and thus they are not limited to economies with no ability to pay.

If access provided by pirate libraries causes conventional libraries to cancel sub-

scriptions, then publishers might indeed lose money in richer countries. However, the

frequency and reasons for any cancelled subscriptions are currently unknown, and crit-

icism for such cancellations might be leveraged at both pirate libraries McNutt (2016)

and expensive subscription fees (Sample, 2012). In poorer countries, where libraries

have no ability to pay the asking subscription prices, there is no trade impact because

there are no lost transactions. In this case, as Foster (2008, p. 306) argued, there exists

a false conflict, and the WTO test would tip the balance in favour of providing access

again.

To summarise, this particular claim against public libraries seems to have some

substance. There is a possibility that in some markets earnings are lost. However, this

can not be generalised across the globe and maybe a case by case investigation could

provide evidence for discontinuation of subscriptions because of pirate library access.

The third argument against pirate libraries is that there is more at stake than loss

of profits. McNutt (2016) argued that when people use pirate libraries, information

about article usage and download statistics that are useful measures of the impact of the

work are lost. This seems to be a weak claim having in mind present day technology.

Tracking of article and similar issues are simple technical features that in time can

be implemented without complication to SciHub, or any other pirate library. SciHub

already has the Digital Object Identifier (DOI) of each article it holds (Elbakyan and

Bohannon, 2016). Recording meta-data about article usage that can be accessible to

authors is a trivial task in the endeavour for providing access. And even without having
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these features there is a possibility that authors might benefit. Dunn, Coiera, and Mandl

(2014) proposed that articles leaked to pirate libraries have no negative consequences

for researchers, and in fact result in improved visibility of the work for the said authors.

2.4 The Value and Benefits of Access

The arguments above showed that there are human rights that are undermined by lim-

ited access, that there are people who have those rights in mind when contributing to

pirate libraries, and that the critique leveraged against pirate libraries is generally not

justified. The following section examines the literature needs of the scientific commu-

nity.

Journal articles are an important resource for academics both for teaching and

research. In a study regarding the value of libraries to academics in the UK, Volentine

and Tenopir (2013, p. 429) found that many considered journal articles to be important

for research and teaching, and described them with words such as ‘critical’, ’essential’,

or ‘vital’. At the same time, many respondents raised issues with access to journal

articles through the library services of their universities (Volentine and Tenopir, 2013,

p. 429).

Another study by Tenopir, Volentine, and King (2012, p. 131) found that aca-

demics in six UK universities base about half their reading in articles: of the average

39 scholarly readings per month 22 are journal articles. An interesting finding is that in

accessing scholarly materials, academics use other sources, i.e., not library or personal

purchase, in about 30% of cases of both articles and books that they read (Tenopir,

Volentine, and King, 2012, p. 135). The authors did not pursue what ’other sources’

means, but it is not unreasonable to assume that pirate libraries might play a role in

providing needed materials. In any case, this is a clear indicator of the insufficiency of

university libraries even in rich countries such as the UK.
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More recent research of article usage in the UK and USA (Tenopir, Estelle, et

al., 2015) confirmed both the importance of university library access for obtaining

journal articles, and the limitations that libraries have. About 2/3 of articles needed for

teaching and research come from the library to which academics have access (Tenopir,

Estelle, et al., 2015, p. 10). Furthermore, Tenopir, Estelle, et al. (2015, p. 10) estimated

that for every recorded download, an article could be shared for an additional ten times.

The download:share ratio might be an even better measure of the importance of journal

articles in the work of academics than the officially recorded downloads.

Access to instruction materials, though not at the university level, has been es-

tablished to be of big importance for achieving good results. The impact on test scores

per dollar spend on educational inputs has been measured in Brazil in the 1980s, and

in India in 1990s. In both cases increases in access to materials have resulted with sig-

nificantly higher increases in test scores when compared to teacher’s salary, teacher’s

education or available facilities in school (World Development Report, 2004 cited in

Foster, 2008, p. 288).

However, despite these findings, access to literature in libraries, and in turn to

scholars, around the world has remained limited. A study regarding access to knowl-

edge and copyright in eight African states suggested that developing countries face

challenges in access to academic literature both at institutional and personal level.

Poor resources in the libraries are coupled by inability of library users to buy litera-

ture themselves because of high prices set by publishers (Armstrong et al., 2010, p.

335). These findings are reported despite the possibility that developing countries can

receive free or discounted access to some scientific databases (Research4Life, 2016),

suggesting a persisting problem of access to literature.

With access playing such an important role for scholars and its relative scarcity

at different institutions and across states, alternative ways to access journal articles
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might complement the existing resources to conduct scientific research and expand the

distribution of scientific benefits. Pirate libraries, such as SciHub, might provide what

is missing for many scholars around the world.

2.5 Conclusion

The literature review focused on the first three objectives of the dissertation. It iden-

tified the human rights are undermined by limited access to literature and whose ful-

filment would benefit from improved access to information; it offered arguments that

article sharing through pirate libraries is an activity that advances human rights; and it

demonstrated that the needs for access of the scientific community are not sufficiently

addressed.

The right to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications (REB-

SPA) and the right to information are the human rights, defined in international human

rights documents, are directly and most severely affected by limited access to litera-

ture.

Efforts to improve access to literature have emerged as mechanisms of human

rights struggle, and are claimed as such, by both flagship librarianship organizations

and scholars that have developed and maintain pirate libraries. Pirate libraries origi-

nated as human rights struggles in oppressive societies, but thanks to the internet have

expanded their scope from local or regional devices meant to oppose censorship to

larger efforts aiming to improve access to literature globally. Previous research has

found that sharing articles is often politically motivated, and that the human rights iden-

tified above are among the primary reasons for direct contributions to pirate libraries.

Furthermore, even in the countries that spend the most on libraries, the needs for sci-

entific literature remain insufficiently addressed. At the same time scholars consider

scientific articles as vital and essential for their work. This strengthens the position
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of pirate libraries as providers of much needed access, that, as a consequence, helps

alleviate human rights violations in an age when access to literature is of paramount

importance. Taken together the efforts of running and contributing to pirate libraries

might be likened to historical human rights struggles that challenged established power

relations.
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Chapter 3: Analysis of SciHub Data

3.1 Introduction

The empirical analysis of SciHub usage aims to address the fourth objective of the

dissertation: to investigate usage of SciHub by researchers in the 28 EU member states

in order to evaluate SciHub’s role in addressing access needs. This is approached

by investigating the relationships between number of downloads, on one hand, and

spending on libraries, number of published articles, and the availability of the service

accounted through access to internet and prevalence of piracy, on the other. Beside

explaining the usage of SciHub, the results can offer insight into the potential of pirate

libraries for bridging the access gap and making the discussed human rights violations

less severe.

The motivation for this approach is found in recent research. Tenopir, Volentine,

and King (2012, p. 135) found that scholars in the UK turn to sources outside university

libraries or personal purchases for roughly one third of the needed literature. The

author is not aware of similar research conducted in other EU member states. However,

the UK data show that the second highest investment in library spending per academic

staff in the EU is sufficient for about 70% of the needed literature. Only Finland

spends more per academic staff than the UK, and third in line is Italy with 50% of

UK’s spending (Online Computer Library Center, 2016). If one assumes similar needs
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in terms of number of books and articles, as well as equal subscription fees across the

EU, then the fraction of inaccessible literature should be higher in countries that spend

less on academic libraries.

The statistical analysis begins with the relationship between number of down-

loads from SciHub and academic library spending. Academic library spending is used

as an indicator of the available access in libraries: more spending should lead to better

access. As a consequence the need for alternative sources should be greater for aca-

demics in EU countries that spend less on academic libraries. In those countries pirate

libraries might have a more prominent role as an alternative source for access, and as

a result, downloads from SciHub might be more frequent.

However, usage of pirate libraries might be influenced by other factors. First, it

is probably safe to assume that more productive researchers need more articles, and

in a climate of restricted access, might end up using SciHub more. Also, downloads

might be determined by other factors not related to the research community, but to the

country’s legal environment. To account for these possibilities, the analysis takes into

consideration two additional factors: percent of internet access as the measure of the

availability of SciHub’s website, and percentage of software piracy as a measure of the

protection of intellectual property rights across the EU.

The EU was the primary focus because of the availability of standardized data

that can be related to SciHub usage. Moreover, the political environment across the

EU is relatively stable which removed potential factors with large expected effects

that could have affected the analyses (e.g., political or religious censorship). Finally,

although prosperity levels across the EU are comparable, differences in the degree of

development of the education and research systems still exist, especially along the axis

of before vs. after 2001 membership (Bodó, 2015). It was therefore of interest to
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evaluate whether pirate library usage might be potentially important in the effort of

overcoming these differences.

This chapter first presents the collected data and summarises SciHub downloads

per EU country and per academic staff. Descriptions of the hypotheses and methods

used to test them follow, before the results and a discussion of the main findings.

3.2 Data Collection and Selection of Cases

SciHub data for number of downloads per country between 1.9.2015 and 29.2.2016

were taken from the SciHub data set (Elbakyan and Bohannon, 2016). The analysis,

was restricted to EU member states because Eurostat (Directorate-General of the Eu-

ropean Commission) provides standardized data sets for EU members for a number of

variables of potential relevance to the study.

Data for number of tertiary education staff per country is for year 2014 (Eurostat,

2016). Teaching staff refers to persons who are employed by universities as classroom

teachers and academic staff (Eurostat, 2016).

Data for number of published articles per-country were obtained from the publicly-

available Scimago Journal and Country Rank (Scimago Journal & Country Rank,

2016), which, in turn, is derived from Scopus – Elsevier’s abstract and citation database.

These data were for the year 2015.

Data for spending on academic libraries were taken from the data set on Global

Library Statistics provided by Online Computer Library Center (Online Computer Li-

brary Center, 2016). These data were used to account for the regular access to journals

that is available to academic staff. These data were not from a single year: they ranged

from 1995 to 2014 and, often, the entry for the number of academic libraries per coun-

try is not for the same period as the entry for library spending. However, provided no
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major reforms of the educational system took place in EU member states, the num-

ber of universities, and therefore university libraries, is not expected to vary enough

such that it makes these data incompatible. Also, academic library spending data were

unavailable for Cyprus. Cases where there are missing data were omitted from all

analyses.

Data for percent of internet access for the year 2014 were taken from The World

Bank (The World Bank, 2014). These data were used as an indicator of availability of

SciHub. However, internet access alone is not the best measure of availability of web

resources. For example, the UK has 92% internet access, however, SciHub’s website

in the UK is blocked by the internet providers. As an alternative way to account for the

intellectual property rights environment in each country, data for rate of software piracy

were taken from The Business Software Alliance study for 2016 (Business Software

Aliance, 2016).

3.3 SciHub Downloads Per-Country in the European

Union

Figure 3.1 on page 31 shows the download trend for the EU as a whole. Downloads

from SciHub across all 28 EU member states had grown between September 2015 and

February 2016. The steep fall in November 2015 is most likely due to the SciHub do-

main being suspended making the website inaccessible for most users (Torrent Freak,

2015b).

Nevertheless, by the end of the six month period for which data were available

(February 2016), the combined total EU downloads and downloads in each country

were at a higher level than in September 2015 (Figure 3.1; Table 3.1 on page 32).

Table 3.1 shows the percent increase per country in the EU. The column EU Code
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denotes which countries were members of the EU before the eastern expansion of

the bloc in 2001, and which countries joined after 2001. This division is important

in the context of the need of Eastern European countries catch up with their western

neighbours (Bodó, 2015, p. 101), although the eastern expansion of the EU includes

countries such as Malta which did not belong to the Soviet bloc. In any case, Table

3.1 shows that the increase in downloads cuts across this division. For example the

countries with greatest increase were Estonia – a former Soviet republic, and Finland.

Also, countries such as the UK, the highest spender on academic libraries in the EU,

and Romania, one of the most modest spenders, have about the same percent increase

in SciHub downloads.
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Figure 3.1: SciHub downloads per month in EU 28 countries. The sharp decline be-
tween October and November 2015 was due to Sci-Hub.org being suspended. In the
four subsequent months with available data, SciHub usage across the EU rose by 382%.
in Source of data Elbakyan and Bohannon (2016).
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Table 3.1: Percent increase in total number of SciHub downloads across the EU be-
tween September 2015 and February 2016. Source of data Elbakyan and Bohannon
(2016).

EU Groupa Country Total downloadsb Percent increasec

EU13 Estonia 8072 302.6
EU15 Finland 20402 279.6
EU13 Romania 108673 238.0
EU15 United Kingdom 218631 232.4
EU13 Malta 6687 223.7
EU13 Slovakia 26930 199.5
EU15 Sweden 29373 169.7
EU15 Luxembourg 11958 164.5
EU15 Denmark 10864 161.4
EU13 Czech Republic 63983 154.9
EU15 Ireland 74381 139.7
EU13 Poland 137888 138.6
EU13 Slovenia 40809 120.5
EU15 Belgium 129615 118.8
EU15 Austria 61566 115.0
EU15 Spain 426412 107.1
EU13 Lithuania 44260 103.9
EU15 Italy 295015 99.2
EU13 Croatia 75514 83.2
EU13 Hungary 119730 80.5
EU15 Greece 285452 75.5
EU15 Portugal 434721 47.2
EU13 Bulgaria 67289 45.7
EU13 Cyprus 4484 40.1
EU15 France 511145 39.1
EU13 Latvia 35693 38.5
EU15 Netherlands 168876 38.2
EU15 Germany 462011 1.4

aEU group refers to the date of joining the union, before or after the eastern expansion in 2001.
bSum of downloads over the six month period for which data were available.
cPercent increase of SciHub downloads between September 2015 and February 2016.
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3.4 Downloads Per Academic Staff

The total number of downloads might be a good initial indicator of SciHub’s usage.

However, the numbers have to be put into context in order to evaluate the extent of

the access gap in academia, and how much SciHub contributes to bridging it. A study

conducted in six UK universities found that academic staff read on average 22 articles

per-month (Tenopir, Volentine, and King, 2012, p. 131) adding up to an average of

132 articles over a six month period. A total of 218,631 downloads from SciHub

were made from the UK during the six month period for which data were available

(Elbakyan and Bohannon, 2016). This means the 151,566 academic staff in the UK

(Eurostat, 2016) downloaded, on average, 1.4 journal articles per staff in the given

period. Assuming that the average six month reading is similar across UK universities,

these 1.4 downloads per staff seem relatively modest.

However, given the possibility that an article is being re-shared up to ten times

after downloading (Tenopir, Estelle, et al., 2015, p. 10), the total effect of SciHub

downloads in the UK might be greater. Also, it should be noted that SciHub’s website

remains blocked by major internet providers in the UK. This means that researchers

need greater effort or technical proficiency to access the site. It is also possible that

academics in the UK turn to other non-conventional article sharing channels, such as

the Twitter.com hashtag #icanhazpdf or Reddit.com/r/scholar page, more often.

The highest number of downloads per staff were recorded in Greece, Luxem-

bourg, and Portugal with 18.75, 14.97, and 12,97 downloads, respectively. To the best

of the author’s knowledge, data about the average reading by academic staff in these

countries are not available. However, if the average of 132 journal articles in a six

month period is similar across the EU, then SciHub might play a more important role

for the academic communities in these countries. This might be especially true for
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Greece and Portugal where both the number of total downloads and downloads per

staff are high.

3.5 Statistical Analysis of Data

3.5.1 Hypotheses and Method of Analysis

The hypotheses were derived from the relationships discussed above and reflect the

expectations that SciHub usage should depend on the quantity of access provided by

academic libraries as well as the frequency of publishing by academic staff.

1. There is a significant relationship between library spending and downloads from

SciHub;

2. There is a significant relationship between publishing scientific articles and down-

loads from SciHub;

The data were analysed with bivariate and multivariate regressions and the major

aim was to test how aspects of spending (on libraries or students) or publishing explain

SciHub downloads. Prior to analyses, the data were converted to the same units, e.g.,

SciHub downloads per teaching staff vs. library spending per teaching staff. In general

form the hypotheses can be summarised by the following statements:

H0: βi = 0

Ha: βi 6= 0, where βi stands for the slope coefficient(s).

Each country of the EU28 was a case. Countries with missing data for particular

variables were removed from the analysis. Significance was tested at α = .05, with

p-values smaller than α taken as support for rejecting the null hypothesis.
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The presence of outliers was tested using the standardized residuals of the re-

gressions correcting for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni correction (Field,

2009, p. 215). The analysis was carried out using the R statistics software (R Devel-

opment Core Team, 2016).

The variables used in the first statistical test were number of downloads per

teaching staff (calculated as number of downloads divided by number of staff) and

academic library spending per teaching staff (calculated as academic library spending

divided by number of staff).

In the first test, a result that would fail to reject the null hypotheses would in-

dicate, simply, that SciHub usage is independent of the amount spent on academic

libraries, whereas rejecting the null hypothesis, would suggest a relationship. There

are two levels at which this test is relevant to the broader question of the importance

of SciHub in complementing access needs. First, a significant negative relationship, in

which the number of SciHub downloads increases while library spending decreases,

would support the expectation that academics in countries that spend less on libraries

are more likely to access SciHub for otherwise inaccessible literature. Second, if the

two variables were not significantly related, then one can make the inference that Sci-

Hub’s role in academia is of similar importance regardless of the amount of money

spent on libraries across the EU. In the latter case, judging the importance of SciHub

becomes a matter of quantity of downloads – lots of download across various countries

would support an important role, and vice versa. However, just how many downloads

are enough to label the service important with respect to alleviating access needs is

difficult to determine.

The second statistical test investigated the relationship between number of down-

loads per staff and number of published articles per staff. In this test, the number of
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published articles per staff was calculated as number of published articles divided by

number of staff in each country.

In the second test, a significant positive relationship would indicate that SciHub

usage grows as the productivity of the academic community in a country grows. If, on

the other hand, there is a negative relationship, then one can make the inference that

researchers in countries that publish less, are more likely to download from SciHub,

perhaps as a consequence of the lower overall support for research and by extension

more severe lack of access to literature. In the case of no relationship between SciHub

downloads and publishing, the interpretation would again depend on the quantity of

downloads. A point can be made, in this case again, that SciHub is of similar impor-

tance regardless of the scientific output of a country. Such a result might indicate more

subtle effects of the need for access. For instance, highly productive researchers in well

funded institutions might nonetheless obtain access to more obscure literature through

SciHub. On the other hand, scholars in countries with weaker research communities

might frequent SciHub for general access to articles from obscure or mainstream jour-

nals. In the end, SciHub usage might be comparable despite substantial differences in

publishing output.

A multivariate regression analysis was conducted to assess the effects of predic-

tors relative each other and account for additional factors that might influence SciHub

usage. Two other independent variables were added to the model: rate of software

piracy and percent of internet access. The reason for the two new variables is the

possibility that level of internet access might influence the access to SciHub as it is

basically a web site. However, given high protection of intellectual property rights,

websites that provide access to copyrighted content might be blocked (as is the case in

the UK). Software piracy is thus also added to the model.
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3.5.2 Findings

A visual investigation of the relationship between downloads per teaching staff and

academic library spending per teaching staff showed a weak negative relationship:

as library spending went up, downloads went down (Figure 3.2 on page 38). The

relationship however was not significant. It was found that academic library spending

per staff does not explain a significant amount of the variance of SciHub downloads

per staff (F (1, 25) = 1.494, p > .05, R2 = .06). Thus the null cannot be rejected

(β1 = 0). The standardized residuals test detected Greece as an outlier. However,

removing Greece from the model did not result in a significant change (F (1, 24) =

2.079, p > .05, R2 = .08) (Table A.1 on page 59).

In addition to library spending per staff, preliminary analyses also tested ex-

penditure on tertiary education (undergraduate and postgraduate studies) as a possible

predictor of SciHub downloads. This factor was similar to spending on libraries, in

that it broadly accounted for investment in educational and research resources. How-

ever, the relationship between spending on tertiary education and SciHub downloads

was not significant and did not offer insight different from expenditure on academic

libraries. Therefore it was omitted from the main text, but the results are presented in

the appendix (Figure A.3 on page 64; Table A.5 on page 64).

A visual investigation of the relationship between downloads per teaching staff

and published articles per teaching staff showed a moderate positive relationship: as

published articles went up, downloads went up as well (Figure 3.3 on page 39). The

relationship was significant (F (1, 26) = 5.928, p < .05, R2 = .186). It was found that

published articles per staff explain about 18% of the variance of SciHub downloads

per staff. Thus the null hypothesis can be rejected (β1 6= 0). (Table A.2 on page 61).

Given the residuals, Greece was again an outlier, but as before its removal had a

minor effect on the model, which remained significant explaining a similar amount of
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Figure 3.2: Linear regression of SciHub downloads per academic staff and library
spending per academic staff across the EU. All cases (full line) and without (dashed
line) the outlier country Greece.

variance in SciHub downloads (F (1, 25) = 5.781, p < .05, R2 = .188). In both mod-

els published articles per staff statistically significantly predicted the value of down-

loads per staff (β1 = 4.346, t = 2.435, p < .05) and (β1 = 3.399, t = 2.404, p < .05),

respectively. The effect of the predictor was that at the level of individual academic

staff, a unit increase in number of publications was accompanied by about four down-

loads from SciHub (Table A.2)

To fit the multivariate regression to the data, a statistical analysis was conducted

in order to find the best subset of the variables for predicting SciHub downloads per

staff (Table A.3 on page 61). The results showed that the model with of published

articles per staff, library spending per staff, and percent of internet access (Model 3

in Table A.3) explained a significant amount of the variance in SciHub downloads –

around 48% (F (3, 23) = 8.983, p < .05, R2 = .540, R2
Adjusted = .479), and provided

the best fit when compared to the other models. Furthermore, two of the coefficients
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Figure 3.3: Linear regression of SciHub downloads per academic staff and number of
published articles per academic staff across the EU. All cases (full line) and without
(dashed line) the outlier country Greece.

were also statistically significantly different form zero: published articles per staff and

percent of internet access statistically significantly predicted the value of downloads

per staff (β1 = 8.082, t = 4.809, p < .05) and (β3 = −18.890, t = −2.933, p < .05),

respectively).

Further investigation of the subsets of independent variables revealed that when

rate of software piracy was kept in the model, both the effect size and significance of

internet access changed (β3 = −14.459, t = −1.363, p > .05) (Model 1 in Table A.3).

The other two predictors, library spending and published articles, did not cause similar

behaviour. It was found that rate of software piracy and percent of internet access are

highly correlated (r = −.86, df = 26, p < 0.5). Therefore, variance inflation factors

(VIF) were calculated in order to assess if the model might be biased by colinearity,

with an average V IF > 1 considered as an indicator for colinearity (Field, 2009,

p. 224). The average V IF = 2.65 confirmed the presence of a bias attributable to

colinearity (Table A.3 on page 61).
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This could explain why the model that included all four variables had a smaller

R2
Adjusted, i.e., explained a smaller amount of the variance (F (4, 22) = 6.597, p <

.05, R2 = .545, R2
Adjusted = .463). However, even the model with percent of internet

access removed resulted with significant results (F (3, 23) = 7.882, p < .05, R2 =

.507, R2
Adjusted = .443), and a significant value for the predictor published per staff

(β1 = 7.871, t = 4.528, p < .05) (Model 2 in Table A.3). This might indicate that

piracy and internet access approximate the same unknown influence on downloads

from SciHub.

3.6 Discussion

The analyses presented here set out to assess whether spending on libraries and or

publishing output can explain the variation in SciHub usage across the EU. In addi-

tion, the degree of protection of intellectual property rights and the rate of software

piracy were considered as possible factors that might influence SciHub use. Contrast-

ing the volume of SciHub downloads against these variables was important in order to

evaluate SciHub’s role in alleviating issues of restricted access to literature in academia

(Tenopir, Volentine, and King, 2012; Tenopir, Estelle, et al., 2015). More generally,

however, although limited in scope, these analyses attempted to evaluate the potential

of pirate libraries to ease human rights violations arising from the current publishing

model, which, as discussed above, limits access to information (Byrne, 2007; Müller,

2010; Suber, 2012).

The main hypothesis tested herein proposed a relationship between investment

in academic libraries and SciHub downloads by researchers, implying that SciHub

should be used more often when conventional access to literature is more limited.

The analysis, however, failed to recover such a relationship, resulting, instead, with

essentially no interdependence between library expenditure per academic staff and the
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frequency at which people download literature from SciHub (Figure 3.2 on page 38;

Table A.1 on page on page 59). Although a negative relationship between SciHub

downloads and library spending was an intuitive expectation, recovering such a pattern

would have simply meant that resources such as SciHub matter mostly in countries

that lag behind in investment on conventional libraries. However, the data showed

that researchers in EU members with vastly different access-purchasing budgets can

download articles from SciHub at similar rates (Figure 3.2, compare Finland, UK,

and Poland). This suggested that 1) limitations to accessible literature persist despite

substantial spending by some countries, and 2) the access provided by SciHub is of

similar importance across countries regardless of the amounts invested in libraries.

The need for access to literature and the value of SciHub in alleviating the unan-

swered requirements is well exemplified by the substantial increase in the number of

SciHub downloads across the EU over the six month period for which data were avail-

able (Figure 3.1 on page 31; Table 3.1 on page 32). Germany aside, even the smallest

percent increase in SciHub downloads over this period was nearly 40% and amounted

to over 13,000 articles (Table 3.1, Netherlands). Given the estimations that, once

downloaded, articles can be re-shared up to 10 times (Tenopir, Estelle, et al., 2015),

these volumes of downloads suggest that articles downloaded from pirate libraries have

the potential to reach a substantial segment of academia. It is therefore plausible to pro-

pose that SciHub, and perhaps other similar services, are of considerable importance in

alleviating restricted access to literature which has been detrimental towards fulfilment

of the right to enjoy the benefits of scientific progress and its applications (REBSPA)

and the right to information (Byrne, 2007; Müller, 2010).

This analysis rested on the simplifying assumptions that academics’ needs for

literature and journal subscription fees were the same across the EU. If UK’s budget

of about 7,000 USD per academic staff buys 70% of the needed articles (Online Com-

puter Library Center, 2016), then Italy’s 3,500 USD budget should buy 35%, resulting
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in a greater access gap. It is of course possible that needs and cost vary across the

EU. There is evidence that universities in the USA pay different amounts for subscrip-

tions and the price can be influenced by several factors including existing relationships

between a university and a publisher (Bohannon, 2014). Future research that takes

such considerations into account should further refine these inferences regarding the

relationship between investment in academic libraries and SciHub usage.

Publishing output of researchers across the EU, the second possible predictor of

SciHub downloads tested here, was found to have a positive effect on SciHub usage

(Figure 3.3 on page 39; Table A.2 on page on page 61). This result supported re-

search activities as one of the drivers of SciHub downloads, and suggested that SciHub

does not necessarily cater to ‘access needs’, in the sense that it is helpful only in places

with little to no access, but to the ‘research needs’ of productive scholars who might

experience access limitation to various degrees. Indeed, although published articles

alone explained a relatively modest amount of the variance in SciHub downloads (Ta-

ble A.2), the model indicated that up four articles were downloaded from SciHub for

every published article.

That SciHub usage increases in countries with higher publishing outputs was

expected to a degree. As researchers publish more, they need access to more litera-

ture, and it could be that they overcome shortcomings in access by downloading from

SciHub. When considering publishing, however, it is also possible that the segment

most severely affected by limited access are the highly productive researchers. Access

and research needs, therefore, might interact to a certain degree to modulate the us-

age of SciHub across the EU. This interaction might be reflected in the fact that the

most SciHub downloads per staff were recorded not in countries from Eastern Europe,

where both access to literature and research capacity are generally lower, but in pre-

2001 EU members including Greece, Portugal, Ireland, and Luxembourg (Figure 3.3).

A possible explanation for this is that the austerity measures implemented in recent
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years have had a detrimental effect on the available subscriptions in libraries. Thus,

it might be that the socio-economic environment in these countries resulted in higher

access limitations while the research capacity remained largely unchanged such that

the newly expanded access gap was left to be complemented via alternative sources,

perhaps including SciHub.

Although the roles of investment in libraries and publishing output were of pri-

mary interest in characterizing SciHub usage, aspects of the internet environment in a

country, including the degree of enforcement of intellectual property law and overall

internet access, are certainly expected to influence the frequency of SciHub downloads.

The combined analysis of these variables suggested that downloads from SciHub were

best explained when, in addition to investment and publishing, the model accounts for

internet access (Table A.4 on page on page 63). However, counter-intuitively, internet

access had a negative effect on SciHub downloads, suggesting that ScuHub usage is

greater in countries where internet access is available to less people. This was exem-

plified by Greece and Portugal, the two countries with most SciHub downloads, which

simultaneously are among the countries with lowest internet access (Table A.6 on

page 66). When considered independently from internet access, the commonness of

software piracy – a proxy for the degree of enforcement of intellectual property law –

had a positive effect on SciHub usage (Table A.4). This was an expected relationship,

reflecting that pirate libraries were used more often if the opportunity was there and/or

the potential legal cost of doing so was not a sufficient deterrent.

There were marginal differences between these two models, but when combined,

internet access and software piracy cancelled each others explanatory power (Table

A.4). A possible explanation for this is that these variables approximate a similar

aspects or the socio-economic conditions in a country. Internet access might be an in-

dicator of the development of the digital market in a country. Internet providers might

expand their services if they know they can enable companies to sell more digital con-
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tent (among other services). Such assurances, in turn, depend on the enforcement of

intellectual property rights: companies can take advantage of the growing internet ac-

cess if they are assured that free-riders, and thus negative effects on revenue, would

be a minor concern. Thus, the improvement of internet access, relies on better en-

forcement of intellectual property rights which, in turn, reduces the levels of piracy,

resulting with the observed cancelling effect of the two variables.

Notwithstanding, the best multivariate model managed to explain just below 50%

of the variance of SciHub downloads by researchers. Thus, it is possible that percent

internet access and software piracy were not the best choices for predictors of down-

loads from SciHub. Availability of SciHub across the EU that accounts for countries

where the service is banned vs. those where it is available would have certainly been a

better choice. However, to the best of the author’s knowledge, such data are not avail-

able. The relatively poor explanatory power of the multivariate model could also result

from the omission of other potentially important factors, including computer literacy

among academics, age (older people might download less), or availability of library

services off campus.

Overall, regardless of internet access and the degree of enforcement of intel-

lectual property rights, including blocking SciHub.org, the general trend of SciHub

downloads is upwards for all EU countries. A possible explanation here is that even

countries with sound legal systems and comprehensive protection of intellectual prop-

erty rights do not do enough to completely block SciHub. Whether this is because of

technical reasons (not possible to block various domains or versions of the service),

or because courts cannot react fast enough to the changing landscape of the internet,

the end effect is poorer regulation of the access to SciHub, and as a by-product, im-

proved access to otherwise inaccessible literature, both of which might have a positive

effect on the fulfilment of REBSPA and the right to information, even at the slightest

margins.
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These findings have implications for the right to enjoy the benefits of scientific

progress and its applications (REBSPA). Contributions to SciHub might be an example

the involvement of the scientific community in dissemination of scientific knowledge –

one of the pleas of the Venice Statement (UNESCO, 2009) – and pirate libraries might

have the potential to help EU members from the former Soviet bloc reach the standards

of their western neighbours (Bodó, 2015). However, as argued above (Müller, 2010),

the endmost goal of REBSPA is unrestricted distribution and application of scientific

progress. If publishing output can be viewed as application of scientific progress, shar-

ing literature by individuals might come short when it comes to fulfilling REBSPA.

Since the obligation for development of scientific skills need for putting science into

practice in order to fulfil REBSPA rests primarily on the states (UNESCO, 2009, p.

5), it appears that much more needs to be done to overcome the variety of differences

that remain across EU states. It might be of little use to have access to the latest re-

search if one does not have the means to apply it. Thus, mere availability of literature,

whether through SciHub or elsewhere, might play a minor role in the efforts of Eastern

European countries to achieve their western neighbours’ levels of enjoyment of scien-

tific progress and its applications – and by extension the broader realm of developing

countries to the developed part of the world. The same can be said of the right to infor-

mation in the context of scientific research: freedom of (scientific) expression might

be valuable only to the extent that it is backed up by research skills.

In summary, spending at university libraries as a measure for access to scientific

literature seems to be of minor importance in the usage of SciHub. Research activity of

the academic community, measured through number of published articles, appears to

be a better predictor, but is certainly not the only factor modulating SciHub use. Access

to the internet and commonness of software piracy likely capture facets of the social

surroundings with similarly strong, but opposing, influence over the usage of pirate

libraries. These relationships, combined with volume of downloads and the continuing
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trends of increase in SciHub usage, suggest that SciHub has a role in mitigating issues

caused by limitations to literature access and, by extension, is of broader relevance

for the struggle for human rights, including the right to information and REBSPA.

However, the fulfilment of these rights cannot rely solely on improving access. Pirate

libraries might complement poor access offered at university libraries, but this might

not mean much if growth in research capacity and application of scientific discoveries

is lagging.
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Chapter 4: Conclusion

Following the stated objectives this work addressed the status and potential of pirate

libraries through evaluation of whether access limitation violates human rights and

whether the work of pirate libraries constitutes a struggle for advancement of human

rights. In addition, as a measure of the severity of the problem, the extent of the

literature access gap was assessed, i.e., how often do researchers run into road blocks

related to obtaining literature. The dissertation then evaluated the usage of the currently

most prominent pirate library, Sci-Hub.org, by researchers in the 28 member states

of the European Union. This has not been investigated before, and speaks for the

importance of SciHub in light of investment in purchasing access and the productivity

of the scientific community.

Limitations to access to literature are widespread across EU states and even the

most generous investors in journal subscriptions provide only two thirds of the litera-

ture needed for their scholars. Meanwhile, SciHub usage across the EU is on an upward

trajectory. Some countries have reached up to 300% increase (Table 3.1 on page 32),

and the EU as a whole posted as much as 382% increase in article downloaded from

SciHub over a four month period (Figure 3.1 on page 31) Contrary to expectations,

however, the amounts allocated to libraries were poor predictors of SciHub usage. In-

stead, the volume of downloads from SciHub was dependent on the research capacity

as measured by publishing output, and was further influenced by availability of internet

or commonness of software piracy. Thus, although access limitations certainly vary,
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they nonetheless affect researchers throughout Europe, and scholars in countries with

relatively high research capacity but poorer enforcement of intellectual property rights

emerge as the most prolific users of SciHub. Taken together, these findings supported

SciHub is an important resource, whose usage varies along political and economic

lines, but is universally used by researchers to complement the conventional sources

for obtaining literature. Given the ever-increasing pool of documents stored at pirate

libraries’ servers, SciHub and other services like it, might play a substantial role in

ameliorating literature access limitations globally. More generally, and provided the

current upward trends in usage are maintained in the longer run, pirate libraries have

the potential to improve the fulfilment of the right to enjoy the benefits of scientific

progress and its applications and the right to information.

The literature makes a case that lack of access to scientific literature is detrimen-

tal to human rights, and there is evidence that people involved in the work of pirate

libraries share this idea. Although this assessment is shared by some researchers in

the field (Cabanac, 2015; Gardner, C. C. and Gardner, G. J., 2017), the general view

of academics might not necessarily mirror the ideas that restricting access violates hu-

man rights or that providing access is a human rights struggle (Tenopir, Volentine, and

King, 2012; Volentine and Tenopir, 2013). This discrepancy might be a consequence

of the research design of these studies, or it maybe the case is that the interviewed

scholars did not consider access to literature a human rights issue. Thus, in contrast

to academics who contribute to pirate libraries, and whose motivations echo the hu-

man rights issues discussed throughout this text, many other scholars might not view

the various channels for access to literature as services that help solve a human rights

problem. How academics perceive the interaction between access to literature and

REBSPA or the right to (scientific) information might therefore be a fruitful ground

for further research.
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Beside access limitation stemming from the current publishing model and intel-

lectual property rights regime, Pirate libraries can help overcome other limitations that

conventional libraries face. Censorship, for example, is the most obvious limitation

to access in countries where providing access is not just about money, but also about

national security or protecting the ruling regime (Byrne, 2007). In this context, the 2.6

million SciHub downloads from Iran might offer an interesting research possibility.

Questions such as do downloads in Iran reflect issues such as democracy, rule of law,

women’s rights, or religious freedoms can be a part of such a line of inquiry.

Overall, the implications of these results are only partly encouraging for the hu-

man rights struggles that pirate libraries represent. The universal access provided by

the pirate libraries offers the opportunity for advancement of human rights, and fore-

most REBSPA. However, in the context of scientific research, the efforts to fulfil REB-

SPA and the right to information do not rely solely on providing access, but require

improvements in the means to apply scientific progress both on and off research cam-

puses. This is undoubtedly a complex endeavour that seems insurmountable without

long-term commitment from governments and international organizations. Until then,

the positive effects of pirate libraries are most likely be felt in already relatively healthy

research communities or by small fractions of researchers in countries that lag behind

in development of research and education. Thus, short of wholesale reform of the cur-

rent publishing model and honest efforts in sharing not only the information, but the

skills to acquire and apply scientific discoveries, comprehensive fulfilment of REBSPA

and the right to information in the context of science appear to be out of reach.
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Appendix A: SciHub Data Analysis

Table A.1: Linear regression between number of SciHub downloads per academic staff
and library spending per staff across the EU. All cases (1) and without outliers (2).

Dependent variable:

SciHub downloads per staff

(1) (2)

Library spending per staff −0.0004 −0.0004
(0.0003) (0.0003)

t = −1.222 t = −1.442
p = .233 p = .163

Intercept 5.305∗∗∗ 4.700∗∗∗

(1.038) (0.815)
t = 5.109 t = 5.765

p = .00003 p = .00001

Observations 27 26
R2 .056 .080
Adjusted R2 .019 .041
Residual Std. Error 4.378 (df = 25) 3.384 (df = 24)
F Statistic 1.494 (df = 1; 25) (p = .233) 2.079 (df = 1; 24) (p = .163)

Note: ∗p<.1; ∗∗p<.05; ∗∗∗p<.01
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Figure A.1: Diagnostic plot for the regression of SciHub downloads per staff by library
spending per staff. Shown are the Cook’s distances (panel one), standardized (Studen-
tized) residuals (panel two), Bonferroni corrected Studentized residuals (panel three),
and the leverage data points (panel four). After Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons only Greece has an (adjusted) p value < .05. Greece is simultaneously
an influential point (Cook’s distance). By being both influential and an outlier, Greece
might have an effect on the regression model.
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Table A.2: Linear regression between number of SciHub downloads per academic
staff and number of published papers per staff across the EU. All cases (1) and without
outliers (2).

Dependent variable:

SciHub downloads per staff

(1) (2)

Pub. papers per staff 4.346∗∗ 3.399∗∗

(1.785) (1.414)
t = 2.435 t = 2.404
p = .023 p = .024

Intercept 1.260 1.472
(1.518) (1.188)

t = 0.830 t = 1.239
p = .415 p = .227

Observations 28 27
R2 .186 .188
Adjusted R2 .154 .155
Residual Std. Error 4.019 (df = 26) 3.142 (df = 25)
F Statistic 5.928∗∗ (df = 1; 26) (p = .023) 5.781∗∗ (df = 1; 25) (p = .024)

Note: ∗p<.1; ∗∗p<.05; ∗∗∗p<.01

Table A.3: Variance inflation factors for model with Downloads per staff as dependent
variable.

Value
Published per staff 1.44
Library spending per staff 1.29
Rate of software piracy 3.86
Percent of internet access 3.99
Average VIF 2.65
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Figure A.2: Diagnostic plot for the regression of SciHub downloads per staff by num-
ber of published papers per staff. Shown are the Cook’s distances (panel one), stan-
dardized (Studentized) residuals (panel two), Bonferroni corrected Studentized residu-
als (panel three), and the leverage data points (panel four). After Bonferroni correction
for multiple comparisons only Greece has an (adjusted) p value < .05. In addition
to Luxembourg, Greece is also an influential point (Cook’s distance). By being both
influential and an outlier, Greece might have an effect on the regression model.
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Table A.4: Multivariate regression of SciHub downloads per academic staff by the number of published papers per staff, library spending
per staff, rate of software piracy, and percent of internet access across the EU (1); rate of software piracy removed from the model (2);
percent of internet access removed from the model (3).

Dependent variable:

SciHub downloads per staff

(1) (2) (3)

Pub. papers per staff 8.212∗∗∗ 7.871∗∗∗ 8.082∗∗∗

(1.725) (1.738) (1.680)
t = 4.761 t = 4.528 t = 4.809
p = .0001 p = .0002 p = .0001

Library spending per staff −0.001∗ −0.001∗ −0.001∗

(0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0003)
t = −1.849 t = −2.066 t = −1.903

p = .078 p = .051 p = .070
Rate of software piracy 4.886 14.762∗∗

(9.205) (5.784)
t = 0.531 t = 2.552
p = .601 p = .018

Percent of internet access −14.459 −18.890∗∗∗

(10.606) (6.440)
t = −1.363 t = −2.933

p = .187 p = .008
Intercept 8.881 −5.660∗ 14.246∗∗∗

(11.090) (3.095) (4.493)
t = 0.801 t = −1.829 t = 3.171
p = .432 p = .081 p = .005

Observations 27 27 27
R2 .545 .507 .540
Adjusted R2 .463 .443 .479
Residual Std. Error 3.239 (df = 22) 3.299 (df = 23) 3.188 (df = 23)
F Statistic 6.597∗∗∗ (df = 4; 22) (p = .002) 7.882∗∗∗ (df = 3; 23) (p = .001) 8.983∗∗∗ (df = 3; 23) (p = .0005)

Note: ∗p<.1; ∗∗p<.05; ∗∗∗p<.01
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Table A.5: Linear regression between number of SciHub downloads per student and
annual expenditure per tertiary level student across the EU. All cases (1) and without
outliers (2).

Dependent variable:

SciHub downloads per student

(1) (2)

Expenditure per student −0.00001∗ −0.00001∗

(0.00000) (0.00000)
t = −1.750 t = −1.897

p = .096 p = .074
Intercept 0.299∗∗∗ 0.280∗∗∗

(0.050) (0.043)
t = 6.004 t = 6.485

p = .00001 p = .00001

Observations 22 21
R2 .133 .159
Adjusted R2 .089 .115
Residual Std. Error 0.122 (df = 20) 0.105 (df = 19)
F Statistic 3.061∗ (df = 1; 20) (p = .096) 3.600∗ (df = 1; 19) (p = .074)

Note: ∗p<.1; ∗∗p<.05; ∗∗∗p<.01
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Figure A.3: Linear regression of SciHub downloads per student and annual expenditure
per tertiary-level student across the EU. All cases (full line) and without (dashed line)
the outlier country Malta.
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Figure A.4: Diagnostic plot for the regression of SciHub downloads per student by
annual expenditure per tertiary-level student. Shown are the Cook’s distances (panel
one), standardized (Studentized) residuals (panel two), Bonferroni corrected Studen-
tized residuals (panel three), and the leverage data points (panel four). After Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons only Malta has an (adjusted) p value < .05. In ad-
dition to Poland, Malta is also an influential point (Cook’s distance). By being both
influential and an outlier, Malta might have an effect on the regression model.
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Table A.6: Dataset Used in Analysis

EU Codea Country Downloads
Per Staffb

Library
Spending Per

Staffc

Published
Papers Per

Staffd

Percent Of
Internet
Accesse

Rate Of
Software
Piracyf

Downloads
Per Studentg

Annual
Expenditure
Per Studenth

15 Austria 1.05 855.72 0.37 0.81 0.21 0.15 13153
15 Belgium 4.53 1016.80 1.02 0.85 0.23 0.26 12636
13 Bulgaria 2.92 90.87 0.15 0.55 0.60 0.24 1803
13 Croatia 4.48 64.05 0.33 0.69 0.51 0.45 NA
13 Cyprus 1.69 NA 0.67 0.69 0.45 0.13 9236
13 Czech Republic 3.79 432.55 1.23 0.80 0.33 0.15 5455
15 Denmark 0.39 3067.50 0.82 0.96 0.22 0.04 NA
13 Estonia 1.71 904.56 0.56 0.84 0.42 0.13 4560
15 Finland 1.29 12338.43 1.11 0.92 0.24 0.07 16395
15 France 4.66 2436.76 0.95 0.84 0.34 0.21 13041
15 Germany 1.20 2580.18 0.39 0.86 0.22 0.16 13479
15 Greece 18.75 1417.09 1.09 0.63 0.63 0.42 NA
13 Hungary 5.50 587.61 0.44 0.76 0.38 0.36 3926
15 Ireland 8.04 2760.98 1.23 0.80 0.32 0.36 12483
15 Italy 3.01 3523.74 0.98 0.62 0.45 0.16 7690
13 Latvia 5.18 306.11 0.22 0.76 0.49 0.40 3831
13 Lithuania 3.15 194.15 0.21 0.72 0.51 0.30 3949
15 Luxembourg 14.97 702.27 2.12 0.95 0.19 1.76 NA
13 Malta 4.28 55.38 0.36 0.73 0.44 0.53 8213
15 Netherlands 3.20 1909.32 0.98 0.93 0.24 0.24 16004
13 Poland 1.38 308.27 0.37 0.67 0.48 0.08 3714
15 Portugal 12.97 508.98 0.63 0.65 0.29 1.20 NA
13 Romania 3.85 621.64 0.46 0.54 0.60 0.19 1873
13 Slovakia 2.10 181.70 0.49 0.80 0.36 0.14 NA
13 Slovenia 5.71 1138.19 0.76 0.72 0.43 0.45 6869
15 Spain 2.77 1514.20 0.51 0.76 0.44 0.22 8421
15 Sweden 0.88 3134.32 1.05 0.93 0.21 0.07 22844
15 United Kingdom 1.44 7145.53 1.12 0.92 0.22 0.09 20864

aIndicates membership in the EU, before or after eastern expansion of 2001
bCalculated as number of SciHub downloads in a country divided by the number of academic staff
cCalculated as a country’s spending on academic libraries divided by number of academic staff
dCalculated as total number of papers published by a country divided by the number of academic staff
eInternet users (per 100 people)
fNumber of Unlicensed Software Units divided by Total Software Units Installed
gCalculated as the number of SciHub downloads in a country divided by the number of students
hCalculated as the total annual expenditure on tertiary education in a country divided by the number of students
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